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ABSTRACT 

Telephone-company provided coin-operated telephones (“payphones”) 
were at one time ubiquitous around the world, and certainly in the US 
were an important part of our culture. 

Various schemes of operation were in use over the years, and the 
technical aspects were complicated and intricate. 

In this article, I select a “mainstream” modus operandi for coin 
telephones (fully applicable up through perhaps 1960, and many of its 
principles beyond that) and explain their operation. 

Emphasis is on operational and circuit principles rather than on the 
physical construction and appearance of the telephone sets, although 
there is considerable discussion of the principles of their mechanism. 

Pertinent background is given on the telephone system infrastructure 
within which these telephones operated. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

For many years, coin-operated telephones (hereinafter, “coin 
telephones”), then provided exclusively by the local telephone 
company, were a ubiquitous fixture on the streets and in the shops of 
every city around the world (even in some homes). A great deal of 
ingenuity was exercised over the decades in the design of these 
telephones and the special provisions in the telephone network for 
supporting their operation. 

2 CAVEAT 

Many aspects pf the evolution of the different protocols described 
herein, and the motivations for them, have been lost (at least to me) in 
the fog of history. This story has been reconstructed by the author 
from myriad historical fragments and clues found in available 
documents. I may well have gotten some aspects of the story wrong. 
Readers with knowledge contrary to the story as I present it here are 
encouraged to contact me with their information. 

Further, in this area (like any other in the matter of the telephone 
network), there were many alternatives and many small (but 
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important) details. My discussion ignores many of those (in many 
cases I do not even know of them), the objective being to most clearly 
explain the crucial concepts that apply to almost all situations. 

3 SCOPE 

3.1 Introduction 

The operation of coin telephones is a very complex field, and over the 
years there have been used many variations on a few basic themes. 

My purpose here it not to try to cover this immense waterfront but 
rather to introduce and illuminate the important principles involved, 
which in various ways differ from the principles of ordinary telephone 
operation. In this section, I will identify that “filter”. 

3.2 Geographic range 

I will be discussing the practice that is common in the US and Canada. 
Practice in other countries may vary substantially from this. 

3.3 Switching mode 

Coin telephones operating under the general concept discussed herein 
were introduced when telephone switching was universally conducted 
with manual switchboards, and the origins of the protocols discussed 
herein are from that context. However, with the exception of one 
short mention, the discussions in the body of this article are all in the 
context of machine switching (“dial”) operation. However, the 
principles involved in prepay coil telephone operation in manual 
siwtciohng systems are discussed in detail in Appendix A. 

3.4 Ownership of the coin telephone 

3.4.1 By the telephone company 

For the preponderance of the era of interest, it was the universal 
policy of telephone companies (both Bell Telephone System and 
non-Bell) that only the telephone company could provide the telephone 
set(s) on a customer’s line. This applied as well to coin telephones, 
and the technical working of the coin telephone system depended on 
an intimate collaboration of the telephone-company-owned coin 
telephones with the telephone company central office equipment. 
(This is the situation I will discuss.) 

3.4.2 By others 

As part of the policy changes that were eventually codified by the 
breakup of the Bell Telephone System in 1984, it became possible for 
customers to provide their own telephone sets. These had to conform 
to an industry standard for their interface with the telephone network. 
It was an important part of the new policies (and that standard) that 
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the telephone central offices would not support “traditional” coin 
telephones provided by the customer. 

But it was eventually also made clear that a customer could connect 
to their telephone line a coin telephone that, to the telephone network, 
looked like a regular telephone set (and meet the interface 
specification). Thus coin phones were developed that did all the coin 
management autonomously, under microprocessor control. These 
would even provide for direct-dialed long distance calls, with the 
proprietor’s rate table built in.  

Such coin telephones were often called “customer owned coin 
operated telephones” (COCOTs). Entrepreneurs would offer 
installations of such phones to, for example, the proprietors of stores, 
perhaps offering a more generous “commission” plan to the “host” 
store owner than would the telephone company. (The coin phone 
entrepreneur was sometimes the “customer” of the local telephone 
company for the line on which the coin telephone operated.) 

I will not discuss this situation further. 

3.5 Bell Telephone System vs. non-Bell coin telephones 

In general, the basic principles of coin telephone operation discussed 
in detail here were followed both by Bell Telephone System and 
non-Bell telephone companies. But there were at times significant 
differences in the technical details between the two. 

Herein, the detailed description will be predicated on the Bell 
Telephone System practice. 

3.6 10¢ vs. 5¢ initial deposit 

3.6.1 5¢ initial deposit 

For much of the overall era of interest, the initial deposit for a coin 
telephone (which was by definition the basic charge for a local call) 
was almost universally 5¢. Of course if the caller did not have a nickel, 
he could deposit a dime or a quarter, and the system worked the same 
way. (These phones did not, however, “make change”, so the excess 
payment was wasted!) Much of my discussion will be predicated on 
the 5¢ initial deposit mode. 

3.6.2 10¢ initial deposit 

Starting in the early 1950’s, the telephone companies in most of the 
US and Canada increased the initial charge for coin telephone calls to 
10¢.  Then, a single nickel would no longer satisfy the “initial deposit”  
requirement; if nickels were used, two had to be deposited before the 
phone would allow a call to be commenced (or advanced). This 
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required the retrofit of all prepay coin telephones, and in some cases 
some changes in the supporting central office equipment. 

I will discuss this change, and its implications on the coin telephone 
protocol (see section 15). 

3.7 Multi-slot vs. single-slot coin telephone designs 

3.7.1 Multi-slot 

In most of the coin telephones made prior to the mid-1960s, there 
was at the top a stainless steel turret (the coin gauge) with separate 
openings for quarters, dimes, and nickels (in that order, left-to-right). 
The coins are put into the appropriate opening, “flat-wise”, and at the 
back of the opening would fall down a narrow passage. 

Each of those passages leads to a separate “channel” in the coin 
chute. 

Once an alternate configuration came onto the scene, these 
telephones became known as multislot coin telephones (formally, in 
the Bell System, “multislot coin collectors”). 

Almost all of the discussions here will be predicted on the operation of 
multislot coin collectors. 

3.7.2 Single slot 

In the mid-1960s, the Bell Telephone System introduced a new line of 
coin telephones. These featured improved physical security and 
security against fraudulent operation, and afforded improved flexibility 
in such matters as the amount of the initial deposit. 

A prominent feature, from which these sets get their descriptive name, 
is that they have a single slot into which coins of any of the three 
denominations can be inserted, edge-wise. The first stage of the coin 
chute sorts the three kinds of coins into separate channels for further 
consideration. The coin chute closely followed the norms of the time 
in vending machines as to the rejection of “bogus” coins. 

They were known as single-slot coin telephones (formally, “single-slot 
telephone sets”—note the distinction in formal nomenclature from 
“coin collector”, as applies to the “multislot” types). I will only take 
brief further note of this type of coin telephone (see section 18) 

3.8 Type of dial 

In the 1960s, telephones (including coin telephones) came to be 
equipped with “Touch-Tone” (DTMF) dials rather than rotary (pulse) 
dials just previously. The introduced some circuit changes in coin 
telephones, but the principles described herein still applied. In any case, 
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the circuit description details herein are predicated on the coin 
telephone being equipped with a rotary (pulse) dial. 

3.9 Prepay vs. postpay operation 

3.9.1 Prepay operation 

In prepay operation, the caller must deposit the charge for the initial 
period of the call (perhaps for a local call that is the entire charge) 
before the call can proceed. The deposited coins being held in the 
telephone (sometimes described as being “escrowed”) until later 
(perhaps the end of the call), at which time they are either collected 
(sent to a secure container in the phone, which the telephone 
company will later collect) or returned to the caller in a return chute, 
depending on whether the call was to be charged for or not. 

This is the “mainstream” mode, which was in use other than in small 
communities (where the alternative postpay mode was often used). 

There were, however, two important submodes of the prepay mode 
(which are described in section 3.10). 

3.9.2 Postpay operation 

In postpay operation, mostly confined to smaller community telephone 
systems, the caller need not deposit any coins to place a call. If the 
call is completed and answered, the caller then deposits the proper 
amount (this being required to be able to speak over the connection). 
Those coins were invariably sent directly to the secure collection 
container. (It is assumed that the caller was smart enough not to 
deposit any coins if, for example, a busy signal were encountered, or 
if nobody answered.) 

The motivation for this mode is that the coin telephone set and the 
supporting equipment in the central office is less complicated and 
requires less maintenance (especially as to the coin telephone itself) 
than for the prepay mode. 

I will not discuss this mode further. 

3.10 Coin first vs. dial tone first operation in prepay systems 

3.10.1 Coin first 

In the coin first form of the prepay mode the caller had to deposit 
coins for the basic local call charge (the “initial deposit”) before “dial 
tone” was given and thus before any call could be made. 

The disadvantage was that “intrinsically free” calls, such as to the 
local operator (or later, calls to a emergency services bureau), or long 
distance calls that were to be charged to the called party (“collect 
calls”] or to a credit card, could not be made if the caller had no coins, 
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even though he would ultimately not have to pay for the call (the 
deposited coins ultimately being returned). This form of the prepay 
mode was called “coin first” operation. 

3.10.2 Dial tone first 

In the dial tone first form of the prepay mode the caller could, without 
depositing any cons, receive dial tone, and place any calls that would, 
by definition, be “free” (such as to the local operator or long distance 
operator). But before a regular local call would be completed by the 
central office, the minimum deposit had to be made. 

3.10.3 Variations in terminology 

Most directly, the coin first and dial tone first forms of prepay 
operation are called just “coin first” and “dial tone first”, the fact that 
these were forms of prepay operation being implied. 

However, in many official documents, these two modes are spoken of 
as “prepay” and “dial tone first”, respectively. The rationale behind 
this was that dial tone first prepay operation does not fully deserve to 
be thought of as “prepay”, since for some calls the caller does not 
need to pay in advance (because for them, he does not ever pay at all). 

3.11 Outgoing and incoming calls 

The technical features that are unique to coin telephone operation 
almost all pertain to the operation of the telephone to place calls. 

But for many years, generally, it was perfectly possible to place a call 
to a coin station. From a technical aspect, this worked exactly like a 
call to a regular station, and accordingly I will not discuss it further 
here. 

I do note that in “modern times”, many telephone companies have 
arrange it so that calls cannot be placed to coin telephones (or perhaps 
to coin telephones in certain locations), that often being motivated by 
concern that such calls might be used as a pivotal part of certain 
illegal enterprises which then might lead to danger to other users. 

4 TAXONOMY1 

When speaking in a careful technical context, what we may speak of 
as a “telephone”, viewed as an object, is properly called a “telephone 
set”. But as a participant in the overall telephone network, it may well 
be spoken of as a “station”. 

                                      

1 I note that this term, etymologically, means “the naming of the animals”. 
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When we come to coin telephones, it is tempting to try and be 
rigorous and call them, as objects, “coin telephone sets”. But the 
formal nomenclature used in the Bell System reserves that term 
specifically for one genre of these objects (the later one), calling the 
objects of the earlier genre “coin collectors”. 

To avoid the linguistic trap awaiting me here, I will refer to all coin 
telephones, viewed as objects, as “coin telephones”. And as to the 
entity as seen from a network perspective, I will speak of “coin 
stations”. 

5 THE OBJECT OF OUR AFFECTION 

Although I said that this article would not concern itself with the 
construction nor physical appearance of coin telephones, just so the 
reader can be sure just what I am speaking of, the coin telephones I 
will mostly speak of look generally like that shown in figure 1. It is of 
the coin collector genre. 

 
Figure 1. Illustrative coin collector (Bell System) 

This is a coin collector used in the Bell Telephone System and made 
by Western Electric Company; the ones used by non-Bell companies 
(often made by Automatic Electric Company) are very similar. (They all 
descended from a design originally manufactured by the Gray 
Telephone Paystation Company.) 

6 MECHANICAL OPERATION 

6.1 Introduction 

Here I will describe the overall operation of a coin telephone from the 
standpoint of the mechanical operation of its innards. 
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6.2 Coin gauge and coin chute 

When a coin is deposited into one of the three ingress openings in the 
coin gauge, atop the telephone, it goes into a channel for its specific 
denomination in the coin chute.  

In an extension at the bottom of the coin gauge and/or in the coin 
chute are fairly primitive means of blocking or diverting the progress of 
clearly bogus coins.2 

The coins traveling through all three channels exit the coin chute at 
nearby locations and fall into the coin hopper. 

6.3 Coin hopper, coin trigger, and coin vane 

The coin hopper is mostly a cylinder with inside diameter a bit greater 
than the diameter of a quarter but having at the top a rectangular 
entryway so that coins exiting from any of the three channels of the 
coin chute will fall into the hopper. 

We see it in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Coin hopper 

About halfway down the inside of the hopper tube it is blocked by an 
initially immovable flap, the coin trap. Any coin(s) deposited pile up on 
top of this. They will stay there (“in escrow”) until later (perhaps just 
after the end of the call). 

On the way to the trap, the coins pass and push out of the way a 
lightly spring loaded finger, the coin trigger. When thus deflected, it 

                                      

2 These were nowhere nearly as effective as what we had in vending machines, as 
they were even in 1940. 
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unlatches a second spring loaded lever, which moves so as to close an 
electrical contact. 

Under the trap is a (normally) vertical metal plate, pivoted at its 
bottom, the coin vane. At its top is a small metal roller, which 
(initially) supports the coin trap from beneath (which I why I described 
the trap as initially immovable). We will hear more about it after we 
hear of the coin relay. 

6.4 The coin relay 

The coin relay is the star of this drama. Its name is not really apt, as 
its main purpose is not to operate electrical contacts, but rather to 
move a mechanism (although there is an electrical contact involved). It 
would be better described as an electromagnet. 

We see it in figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Coin relay (traditional form) 

In its traditional form (as seen here) 3, it is built much like the early 
telephone ringers. It has two coils, each on a steel polepiece, legs of 
an overall magnetic structure. Nearby is a substantial permanent 
magnet. Atop the two coil polepieces is a pivoting steel armature. 

The two coils are permanently connected in series, and are usually 
thought of as a single coil in schematic drawings and the like (and I 
will speak of them here as “the coil”). 

                                      

3  A more recent design has a dramatically different construction and operating 
principle, but it is nevertheless fully interchangeable (physically and functionally) 
with what I describe here. It is discussed briefly in section 17.  
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Two spring loaded arms hold the armature in a “centered” position 
when there is no current through the coil windings. The arrangement 
is such that there would need to be a non-trivial force on the armature 
to move it any from its “normal” position. 

A current above a certain minimum through the coil will cause the 
armature to pivot from its centered position in one direction or the 
other, the direction depending on the polarity of the current (because 
of the interaction with the permanent magnet). 

The mechanical output of the coin relay (from an arm moved by the  
armature) goes to the coin vane, so that when the relay operates in 
one direction or the other, it swings the vane to one side or the other. 

For either direction the vane is moved, a consistent result is that the 
roller on its top moves out from under the coin trap, allowing it to drop 
under the weight of the coins and freeing them to continue their 
journey. After they have left, a small spring or a counterweight lifts 
the trap gently back to its original position across the hopper tube. 

A further result is that if the coin vane is moved to the right, it will 
cause the newly emancipated coins to flow to the left, where they go 
into a hopper leading to the coin return chute. 

But if the coin vane is moved to the left, it will cause the coins to flow 
to the right, where they go into a hopper leading to the secure coin 
collection container, housed in an armored “vault” at the bottom of 
the telephone. 

A second action of the coin relay is that, when it has been operated in 
either direction, the coin trigger system is reset (but its electrical 
contact is held closed), and when the relay releases, the contact is 
opened. 

7 GRAPHIC SYMBOLS 

In the many schematic circuit sketches to follow, I will use some 
special conventions, shown on figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Circuit sketch symbols 

These conventions are based on the symbols used in the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories “detached contact” circuit schematic drawings, 
but augmented to give insight into the actual present state of the 
contacts and coils. 

8 OPERATION OF REGULAR TELEPHONES 

8.1 Introduction 

An important aspect of the operation of the “traditional” prepay coin 
phones operating in an important protocol is a simple but significant 
difference in the interface between the telephone set and the central 
office from that used by “regular” telephone service. To put this in 
context, I will begin by reviewing this area as it pertains to “regular” 
telephones and their lines into the central office. 

 
Figure 5. Regular telephone line–idle 
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8.2 Line idle 

Figure 5 shows the aspects of a regular telephone and its central 
office interface that are of interest to us. 

At the telephone we see its transmission circuit with a handset 
attached, and a make (normally open) contact on the switchhook, 
open at the moment since the handset is “on the hook”. We see the 
dial pulsing contact4, which won’t be of importance to us here, but I 
show it just for continuity with what will follow. 

The box labeled “switching fabric” refers to the part of the central 
office switching system that will eventually provide a path from this 
telephone line (as a calling line) to the line that is being called (the 
called5 line), or to a trunk to another central office. This of course 
differs dramatically over the different types of switching system 

The station line terminates at the central office in its line circuit (one 
for each line). There, the ring conductor6 of the line (R) is connected 
through a break (normally-closed) contact on the cutoff relay (CO), 
then through a winding of the line relay (L) to a nominally -48 V 
supply (referred to as “battery”7). 

The tip conductor (T) is connected through another break contact on 
the CO relay to ground. Thus a potential of 48 V appears across the 
telephone line. Since there is no DC continuity at the telephone (the 
switchhook contact being open), no current flows through the line (nor 
through the L relay). 

8.3 Caller lifts the handset 

Now, the caller lifts the handset. We will follow the result on figure 6. 

                                      

4 Yes, it would ordinarily be between the switchhook contact and the transmission 
circuit, but I show it in an unusual location for continuity with what we will see later. 

5 Traditionally spoken in two syllables, as a physicist or Texan would do anyway. 

6 The designations “ring” (R) and “tip” (T) for the two conductors of a telephone 
circuit have nothing to do with “ringing” the telephone, but rather trace back to the 
two line contacts on a telephone switchboard plug. 

7 So-called because that voltage is normally provided by a “48 V” storage battery 
continuously “floated” by a DC rectifier operated by commercial power, thus 
automatically providing for the continuity of operation if the commercial power 
should fail. 
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Figure 6. Handset taken off-hook 

The lifting of the handset causes the switchhook contact to close, 
completing the path shown from the -48 V battery ultimately to 
ground at the line circuit. The current in that path energizes the coil of 
the L relay, which operates. 

8.4 Caller gets dial tone 

In some way (differing greatly between different switching systems), 
this causes the switching fabric to attach to this line (through the 
three contacts seen) something that will feed “talking battery” (a new 
path from -48 V to ground) to the line, initially send dial tone back 
toward the calling station, and prepare to receive the digits dialed by 
the station. For generality, I call this the digit receiver.8 

 
Figure 7. Calling line receives dial tone 

                                      

8 This is not to imply, for example, only a unit such as the originating register (or 
equivalent) found in common control switching systems, but equally embraces the 
first selector of a step-by-step switching system (although it only receives the first 
of the dialed digits). 
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We see this on figure 7. 

Note that “talking battery” is now fed to the station through what I 
have called here, arbitrarily, the A relay of the digit receiver. 9 The two 
“half dots” on the relay core symbol indicate comparable ends of the 
two windings. Thus we can see that the effects of the current through 
the two windings “aid” toward operating the relay. The A relay 
operates, indicating to the digit receiver that its “customer” has not 
hung up the telephone. 

The L relay in the line circuit is no longer needed. It has done is job in 
summoning a digit receiver, and its connections to the ring and tip 
conductors  of the line would just interfere with the further working of 
the switching system. Accordingly, the digit receiver places ground on 
the S (“sleeve” lead running to the coil of the CO relay, energizing it, 
so it operates. Its two break contacts open both sides of the 
now-unneeded path in the line circuit.10 The line is now fully in the 
hands of the digit receiver. 

This is as much of the life of a regular telephone line as we need. 

8.5 “Loop start” 

This type of line circuit (the ordinary kind) is often spoken of, 
especially when there is need to distinguish it from another kind we 
will hear about shortly, as a “loop start” line circuit. This of course 
alludes to the fact that the L relay is operated, to start the call, by a 
circuit that starts with battery though the L relay, then over the ring 
conductor, through the telephone, over the tip conductor, and to 
ground at the line circuit–that is, over the loop comprising the ring and 
tip conductors and the telephone itself. 

9 COIN TELEPHONE PROTOCOLS 

In the following sections I will describe, in moderate detail, various 
protocols by which coin telephones interoperate with the central office 
to fulfill the functional, and mechanical, scenarios discussed above. 

                                      

9 The actual details of this circuit vary between systems, but the portrayal here 
represents them all for our purposes. 

10 In some switching systems these two break contacts are not on a CO relay but 
the same function is provided by contacts on another switching component. But the 
same principle is followed. 
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10 THE COIN FIRST/GROUND START PROTOCOL 

10.1 Introduction 

This protocol was the most widely used in (dial) coin telephone 
operation in areas originally served after 1930 by the panel dial 
(“panel”) system, a very complex electromechanical switching system 
that came into use in larger cities starting in the 1920s, and its 
successors (the two crossbar switching systems). 

In figure 8, we will look at a coin telephone line operating with this 
protocol. 

 
Figure 8. Coin telephone line–idle 

10.2 Line idle 

The figure shows the coin telephone idle. 

We note that. compared to the “regular” telephone we saw earlier, the 
coin telephone has two new components we heard about earlier, the 
coin contact and the coil of the coin relay. 

Also of importance here is a simple but pivotal difference in the line 
circuit. We note that here, with the line idle, the ring conductor (as 
expected) is fed battery through the winding of the L relay, but the tip 
conductor is not connected to ground at the line circuit (the circle calls 
our attention to this omission). 
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Figure 9. Coin telephone  off-hook 

10.3 Caller lifts the handset 

In figure 9, we see that the caller has lifted the handset, and thus the 
switchhook contact has closed. 

In the case of a regular telephone and its line, this would have 
operated the L relay in its line circuit. But here, the lack of a ground on 
the tip conductor at the line circuit (again, the circle calls our attention 
to this) means that the path that would do this is incomplete. 

So the L relay does not operate, and the central office does not know 
that anything has happened. Needless to say, the caller does not hear 
dial tone, and if he manipulates the dial, that doesn’t do anything 
(there is nothing for it to do anything to). 

10.4 Caller deposits coin 

In figure 10, the caller has deposited a coin—any coin will do 
(assuming we are still in the 5¢ initial deposit era). 

As discussed before, the coin will operate the coin trigger, which 
results in the coin contact closing. 

 
Figure 10. Coin telephone off hook and coin deposited 
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This closes a path from the tip conductor at the telephone through the 
coil of the coin relay to local ground. This completes a path 
from -48 V battery, through the winding of the L relay, the ring 
conductor, the switchhook contact, the transmission circuit, the coin 
contact, and the coil of the coin relay, to that ground. 

Current flows in the ring conductor of the line, a modest amount, 
owing to the resistance of the coin relay coil. The current isn’t enough 
to operate the coin relay (which has a well-defined minimum operating 
current), but it is enough to operate the L relay in the line circuit. 

10.5 Caller gets dial tone 

The result of the operation of the L relay in the line circuit is, for the 
most part, just as for the regular telephone and its line, as we see 
(again in fanciful form) in figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. Coin telephone receives dial tone 

The switching fabric has established a path from the line to the digit 
receiver, which returns dial tone to the line. If the caller dials, the 
digits are received by the digit receiver, and the call is advanced just 
as for a call from a regular telephone.  

As for the case of a regular telephone, the switching fabric grounds 
the sleeve (S) lead11 to the line circuit, operating the CO relay, which 
sheds the L relay from the line (there is no ground on the tip here to 
be shed). 

10.6  “Ground start” line circuit 

This type of line circuit (also used in various situations other than coin 
telephone lines, such as for trunks to the central office from PBXs) is 

                                      

11  Again, its name traces back to one contact on the plug used in telephone 
switchboards, 
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often spoken of as a “ground start” line circuit. This of course alludes 
to the fact that the L relay is operated, to start the call, over a path to 
ground (in this case, through the coil of the coin relay). 

11 COIN DISPOSAL 

11.1 The call is chargeable 

First we assume that the caller in fact dials and the system connects 
him to the desired called line, and a person there answers, and the 
two converse. The part of the switching system devoted to 
administering a coin telephone in its “originating” role (i.e., as the 
calling station) notes that the call was completed and answered, 
meaning that the call has to be paid for. We will assume that this is a 
local call (under a “flat rate” charge plan) and so the charge will be the 
initial deposit. Of course the funds for that are already in the coin 
telephone, in the coin trap (“escrowed”). They are now owed to the 
telephone company. 

When the caller hangs up the coin phone, the switchhook contact 
opens and releases whatever relay in the switching fabric is giving the 
calling line talking battery at the time. If this call were from a regular 
telephone, the switching fabric would disengage, the CO relay in the 
line circuit would release, and the line circuit would go back into its 
idle state. 

But this is a coin telephone line, and there is still a task to do before 
the switching fabric turns the line loose—collecting the “escrowed” 
coins. We see this in figure 12. 

   
Figure 12. Collecting the coin 

The coin control circuit, through a make contact on relay CC (coin 
collect), applies +110 V to the tip of the line through the winding of 
relay K. A substantial current flows, and this (by virtue of its polarity) 
causes the armature of the coin relay in the coin telephone to move 
from its neutral position to its “collect” position. 
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As discussed earlier, this moves the coin vane to the left, allowing the 
coin trap to, release the escrowed coin. The coin vane, having gone to 
the left, will steer the released coin to the right, into a secure 
collection container in a locked coin vault. 

The current also operates the K relay in the coin control circuit, which 
demonstrates to the coin control circuit that current is flowing 
(presumably to operate the coin relay). If for some reason, no current 
flows, clearly something has gone wrong, and the failure of the K 
relay to operate puts something in motion to address that anomaly. 

The operation of the coin relay resets the coin trigger (but does not 
yet allow the coin contact to open). The coin collect voltage is only 
applied for about 0.5 second. When the voltage is removed, and the 
current through the coin relay ceases, the coin relay returns to neutral, 
and this (considering that the coin trigger has been reset) opens the 
coin contact. 

After a further interval of about 0.5 seconds, relay CC closes again. 
This time no current should flow (because the coin relay should have 
been reset and thus the coin contact opened). If current does flow 
(manifest by the operation again of relay K), clearly the coin relay has 
not reset, another anomaly, and again something is put in motion to 
address that. 

11.2 The call is not chargeable 

Now assume that instead the call reaches busy, or there is no answer, 
or that the call is recognized as a free call (perhaps it was to the 
telephone company business office). The coin control circuit does not 
note that this call is to be charged for. Now, when the caller hangs up, 
the action is almost identical to that just described, except that the 
coin control circuit now applies –110v to the tip of the line. 

We see this in figure 13. 

 
Figure 13. Returning the coin 
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The operation is exactly as described just above, other than that the 
coin relay has moved the coin vane to the right, so the coin released 
from the trap goes to the left, into the return chute, from which the 
caller can retrieve it. 

12 THE COIN FIRST/LOOP START PROTOCOL 

12.1 Introduction 

This protocol was the one most commonly used in areas served by the 
step by step switching system (mostly used in smaller and 
medium-sized cities) and in some other contexts, but only until the 
intial deposit was changed from 5¢ to 10¢.. 

I will describe it in terms of its implementation in the step by step 
system.  

12.2 Operation 

The line is served by a loop start line circuit. Thus, if the handset is 
lifted, a linefinder is started to attend to the line, and it brings with it a 
first selector (which serves as the digit receiver for the first dialed 
digit). And the first selector sends dial tone in the direction of the 
calling line. 

However, since this call is from a coin line, there is a coin control 
circuit (a coin trunk, formally) interposed between the linefinder and 
the selector, and in its current state it prevents the dial tone from 
actually being propagated to the calling line. Also, initially, any dialing 
is not passed from the calling line to the selector (so the call cannot be 
advanced).  

But the coin trunk almost immediately begins looking continuously for 
a ground at the station, which we can think of as being done by 
essentially the circuit of figure 16. If and when such a ground appears 
(and so CT operates), the coin trunk lets dial tone, which the selector 
has been emitting for some while, through to the calling line, and 
arranges it so that any dialing by the calling line is passed to the 
selector. Thus the call can be advanced. 

At the end of the call, coin disposal is conducted just as described for 
the protocols described above. 

Note that there is no provision for calls of any sort to be made without 
the initial deposit, as befits a mode described as “coin first”. 

12.3 Rationale 

One might wonder why, in this form of provision of coin first service, 
a ground start line circuit was not used, rather than including in the 
coin trunk the additional complexity to make a coin relay test. 
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One reason is that, for a given sensitivity of the L relay in the line 
circuit of a step by step machine, reliable operation of the L relay can 
be attained for “longer” (that is, higher resistance) telephone “loops” 
with ground start operation than with loop start operation. 

12.4 Coin disposal 

When the call is finished and the caller hangs up, coin disposal is done 
exactly as described in section 11. 

13 THE DIAL TONE FIRST/LOOP START PROTOCOL 

This protocol is used to provide dial tone first prepay operation. This 
was the norm in the earliest days of the panel dial system (used in 
large cities starting in the early 1920s), but went out of vogue about 
1930. It was resurrected, in grand style, in about 1968. 

A loop start line circuit is used. 

13.1 Line idle 

In figure 14 we see a coin line using this protocol, idle. 

 
Figure 14. Loop start, dial tone first protocol, line idle 

We see that the coin telephone is no different than for the 
earlier-discussed protocol, but the line circuit is now loop start–the tip 
is connected to ground (just as for a regular telephone line). 

13.2 Caller lifts handset 

In figure 15, the caller has lifted the handset. No coin has yet been 
deposited. 
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Figure 15. Handset off hook 

We see that the L relay is operated, summoning the central office to 
attend to the call. 

13.3 Digit receiver attached 

In figure 16, we see that a digit receiver (which includes a coin control 
circuit) has been attached. 

 
Figure 16. Digit receiver/coin control attached 

As we have seen before, talking battery is provided to the calling line 
through the windings of the A relay in the digit receiver, and the digit 
receiver returns dial tone to the calling line. This is an invitation to dial 
but, as we will see shortly, is is a :qualified” invitation. 

Note that as part of this fanciful set of circuits we have a new relay, 
CT (“coin test”), Its job is to determine if and when the initial coin 
deposit has been made, by looking for the ground then provided at the 
station through the coil of the coin relay. As we see this, it has not. 

With no path to ground at the station, the current in the ring and tip 
conductors will be the same in magnitude. 
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But the relative polarities of the two windings of CT are such that with 
the two currents being equal in magnitude, their magnetic effect 
cancels, so the relay is not really energized, and does not operate 
(revealing that there has not been, so far, an initial deposit made). 

Under this protocol, in its usual implementation, the switching system 
will nevertheless accept dialing of the first few digits, and will then 
determine whether those digits indicate that the call to be placed will 
be, by definition, “free”. If so, the dialing of further digits will be 
honored, and the call will be allowed to proceed even though the fact 
that CT has not operated shows that no initial deposit has been 
made–such is of course not required, since there unequivocally will be 
no charge for this call. (Another possibility is that CT is not even 
inserted in the circuit for this call.) 

But if the initial digits do not reveal that this call will unequivocally be 
“free”, then if further digits are dialed even though CT has not 
operated, they are not honored. In the early manifestations of this 
protocol, the result will be that the digit receiver will just “hang”, and 
after a measured time period, the call will be extended to a special 
local operator, who will remind he caller that a coin deposit must be 
made for his call to proceed. 

In the more recent manifestation of this protocol, in this situation, the 
digit receiver connects to a recorded announcement reminding the 
caller that a coin deposit must be made for his call to proceed. 

 
Figure 17. Initial deposit made 

13.4 Initial deposit made 

In any case, in figure 17, the initial deposit has been made. This might 
have happened before the caller dialed, in which case all dialed digits 
are honored and the call proceeds without further ado. 

That has tripped the coin trigger, and the coin contact has closed, 
connecting the coil of the coin relay from the tip to ground. Now, the 
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effects of the two currents on CT do not then cancel, and CT operates, 
advising the digit receiver that the initial deposit has been made. The 
call is them allowed to proceed. 

13.5 Coin disposal 

At the end of the call, if a coin was in fact deposited, coin disposal (to 
either collect or return the coin, depending on whether this call is to 
be charged for or not) proceeds just as described in sections 11.  

14 LONG DISTANCE CALLS 

Suppose the caller wishes to make an long distance call, and we will 
assume this must be done through a long distance operator. I will 
discuss this in the context of coin-first operation 

As before, the caller lifts the handset, and must deposit a coin to get 
dial tone and be able to dial. He dials the code to reach the long 
distance operator. When the connection is made to a long distance 
operator position, the coin control circuitry most commonly 
immediately returns the coin, just as was seen in figure  13. This is so 
the caller’s “account” is a clean slate as the long distance operator 
comes into the picture. 

The caller tells the operator the wanted number, and the operator, 
after consulting her Rate and Route guide, advises the caller of the 
initial charge for that call (which probably covers the first three 
minutes of a completed call). She advises the caller to deposit that 
amount in coins. She need not take account of (or even be aware of 
the presumed amount of) the initial deposit, as that has been 
automatically refunded to the caller. 

Recall that for the genre of coin telephone we are considering (the 
“multi-slot” type, as described in section 3.7.1) there is at the top a 
stainless steel turret (the coin gauge) with separate openings for 
nickels, quarters and dimes. Each leads to a separate “channel” in the 
coin chute. 

As the coin it goes along its channel it strikes one of two gongs. One 
is a conventional gong, much as we might find on a telephone ringer, 
but a bit larger (and thus lower in its fundamental frequency). 

A nickel traveling along its channel strikes this once, at one edge, 
sounding “ding”. A dime traveling along its channel strikes it twice, 
first at one edge and later at the other, sounding “ding-ding”. 

A quarter traveling along its channel strikes (once) a gong made of a 
spiral of spring steel (called a “cathedral gong”), which makes a 
distinctive sound I will represent as “bong”. 
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These two gongs are mounted on a metal plate, isolated by rubber 
“shock mounts” from the coin chute proper. Also on the plate is a 
transmitter (microphone), working much like the one in the handset 
but operating not from an acoustic wave in the air but rather from the 
acoustic vibration of the plate on which it is mounted, caused by 
either gong. This is connected into the telephone circuit so that its 
“audio” signal is transmitted into the line. 

The long distance operator hears these audible cues of the coins being 
deposited, recognizing each “ding” as worth 5¢ (a dime makes two of 
them in rapid succession, which is probably recognized by gestalt as 10¢, 
not as 5¢ twice) and each “bong” as 25¢. 

If the required amount is heard to have been deposited, the operator 
advances the call without further ado. 

The operator eventually notes if the call was chargeable12. When the 
call is ended, she operates, as appropriate, either the CC (coin collect) 
or CR (coin return) key on the cord circuit being used for the call. 

This, either directly or through a coin control circuit, causes either 
+110 V or -110 V (respectively) to be sent over the tip of the calling 
line, either collecting or returning the escrowed coins (maybe quite a 
few) in essentially the same way previously described. 

15 INCREASE IN THE INITIAL DEPOSIT FROM 5¢ TO 10¢ 

15.1 Introduction 

Over a few years in the 1950s, in most areas the telephone 
companies raised the initial deposit for a coin call (which was, by 
definition, the cost of a local call, or at least for an initial period of it) 
from 5¢ to 10¢. 

Implementing this required retrofitting of every prepay coin telephone 
as well as, in some cases, making changes in the central office 
equipment. 

We should note that the pace of this unfolding was not just on the 
basis of the telephone companies making the change as their 
resources allowed. In almost all states, this change (after all,. a 
change in a telephone ”rate”) had to first be approved by the state 
utility regulatory agency, and they differed as to when they became 
“persuaded” that this change was necessary. In particular, Louisiana 
did not permit that until 1978. 

                                      

12 Perhaps putting a colored ring on her coin control key to keep track of her finding. 
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The major change needed in the coin telephones came from the fact 
that in the original mechanism the deposit of any coin would trip the 
coin trigger and close the coin contact. 

But with a 10¢ initial deposit required, the telephone must not close 
the coin contact until two nickels had been deposited (or of course, as 
always, a dime or a quarter). This was arranged for in a clever way. 

15.1.1 The basic principle 

Here, for a telephone that could operate with a 10¢ initial deposit, an 
entirely new coin chute was used. In it, a “first” nickel traveling down 
the nickel channel would soon encounter an angled flap, the holding 
latch, which was not then free to move out of the way, and which 
thus prevented that nickel from continuing down the coin chute. 

A second nickel would encounter the first nickel, a bit off center, and 
would roll off to the side of the first nickel and into a “bypass” portion 
of the nickel channel. Traveling through that part of the channel, the 
second nickel soon encountered, for a moment, a second angled flap, 
the locking latch, which had been holding the holding latch in place. 
The second nickel pressed the locking latch flap briefly outward as it 
passed, and that second nickel could then continue through the coin 
chute toward the coin hopper. 

The outward movement of the locking latch released the holding latch, 
in turn releasing the first nickel, which was now free to also proceed 
the rest of the way to the coin hopper. Both nickels (the 
later-deposited one at the fore), traveling through the latter portion of 
their channel, continued into the hopper, tripping the coin trigger when 
they arrived (and landing on the coin trap).. 

The rest of the story would seem to be identical to that we saw earlier 
for either protocol A or protocol B operation. But not quite. 

15.1.2 On a long distance call 

But on a call through a long distance operator, a single nickel had to 
be able to pass, unimpeded, through the chute, causing the iconic 
“ding” as it went. For example, perhaps the long distance operator 
quoted an initial charge of $1.30. The caller might want to pay for this 
with five quarters and one nickel. The solo nickel must be able to 
proceed through the coin chute to announce its arrival with a single 
“ding”. 

To provide for this, the 10¢ coin chute is equipped with a small 
electromagnet whose coil is essentially in series with ring side of the 
line. We can visualize its operation in the context of the protocol 
where the line operates through a ground start line circuit. After the 
caller has made the initial deposit, and been connected to a digit 
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receiver, which provides talking battery, there is line current, which 
operates this electromagnet, and it remains operated after the call is 
connected to the long distance operator. 

With the coil energized, the electromagnet armature moves the tip of a 
small lever into the nickel chute above where a “first nickel” would be 
(held by the holding latch), so that, just as if an earlier nickel were 
there, any nickel deposited would always be deflected into the 
“bypass” branch of the nickel channel, evading the holding latch and 
freely continuing through the chute, eventually striking the gong 
(once), and traveling into the coin hopper. 

15.1.3 Return of an orphaned nickel 

Suppose a caller deposits one nickel but then (perhaps discovering 
that he has no further coins) abandons the call and hangs up. 

The nickel is so far held by the holding latch in the coin chute. But 
when the caller hangs up, a lever operated by the switchhook causes 
a small door on the back of the nickel channel in the coin chute, just 
where the “held” nickel is, to open. The nickel falls out and into a 
small “hopper” that leads it directly to the return chute, where the 
caller can retrieve it.  

15.1.4 Cutover 

It of course it took an enormous effort to replace the coin chute 
mechanisms and make other required changes to the zillion coin 
telephones in the Bell Telephone System. Most of this was done in the 
field. 

To allow this to be done progressively prior to the date in which 
service was “cut over” to the 10¢ initial deposit basis (in a given 
service area, likely an entire state), the new “10¢” coin chutes, as 
initially installed, had in place a small phosphor-bronze spring clip that 
held operated the  lever of the electromagnet that causes all nickels to 
evade the “holding latch”. Thus a single nickel would go right through 
the coin chute and trip the coin trigger, etc. 

On cutover day, an army of technicians would visit every coin 
telephone, unlock and remove the upper housing, pull out that little 
clip, and replace the upper housing. The coin chute would then work 
as described above to enforce a 10¢ initial deposit. 

15.1.5 With a “loop start” protocol? 

Imagine that, prior to the conversion 10¢ initial deposit, the coin lines 
in a locale operated under a loop start protocol (perhaps even on a 
“dial tone first” basis). That scheme looked to the coin control circuit 
to ascertain whether an initial deposit had been made. 
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So, if a caller lifts the handset, the L relay in the line circuit operates, 
and the line is connected to a digit receiver/coin control circuit. As 
seen earlier, that will provide talking battery to the line. And thus 
current will flow through the telephone, on a loop basis. 

But that current would also operate the coin chute electromagnet that 
is essentially in series with the telephone. The result is that the coin 
chute will be set to allow a solo nickel to pass through. 

Now, the caller could deposit a single nickel, which would pass 
unhindered through the coin chute and into the coin hopper, tripping 
the coin trigger, and closing the coin contact, in the process. 

Then the coin control circuit, looking for evidence of a path to ground, 
will find it, and will give the caller dial tone, and make it possible to 
advance a non-free call. 

Yet the caller has only deposited 5¢, not the established minimum 
initial deposit of 10¢. This is not working out well for the telephone 
company. 

The solution is simple, if retrograde. Coin lines converted to a 10¢ 
minimum deposit, if before then operating with a loop start line circuit, 
were changed to use a ground start line circuit. 

15.2 Effect on the service provided 

If, prior to this change, the coin phones in a certain area were 
operated with the loop start, dial tone first protocol, the mandatory 
change to ground start operation meant that dial tone first operation 
(which allowed the making of free calls without any coin deposit) was 
no longer possible. It seems that this might have been very irritating to 
the subscribers of such systems, as the dial tone first mode was very 
advantageous to the user. (Although I think most subscribers had not 
had it.) 

But not to worry. Perhaps 15 years later, that capability (and grand 
style) will come back into being as the (“brand new”) “Dial Tone First” 
feature. 

16 “SPOOFING” THE COIN TELEPHONE  

16.1 Introduction 

Not surprisingly, from the earliest days of coin telephones, various 
miscreants devised clever schemes for making telephone calls from 
coin telephones without paying for them. 
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The history of this, and the incremental changes made in the coin 
telephone system to thwart these schemes, is a gigantic and very 
complex area, beyond the scope of this article. 

But one aspect of this area had a direct impact on an upcoming topic, 
so I will give a brief peek into the matter here. It is best understood in 
the context of a ground start protocol. 

Suppose a miscreant could somehow (never mind just how; that 
quickly gets into the complications of the matter) temporarily apply a 
ground to some point in the circuitry of the coin telephone. 

This bogus ground would take the place of the ground through the 
winding of the coin relay, applied by the coin contact after the initial 
deposit has been made, that we saw at work in figure 10. The bogus 
ground just as well completes the path for the operation of the L relay 
in the line circuit, and results in the line being connected to the “digit 
receiver”, which gives dial tone and invites dialing of the call. 

16.2 A countermeasure 

Various measures for thwarting this scheme have been applied over 
the years. An early (and persistent) one is shown in figure 18. 

 
Figure 18. Dial shorting contact 

What is new is a second contact in the coin contact set, a break 
(normally closed) contact, connected across the dial pulsing contact. 

Of course with this “dial shorting” contact closed, dialing would be 
ineffectual. But in normal operation, by the time the caller might dial, 
the initial deposit had been made, the coin trigger had been tripped, 
and the coin contacts operated. The dial shunt contact would be open, 
and the dial would work as expected. 

But if dial tone had been “fraudulently obtained” by a bogus ground, 
the coin trigger would not have been tripped, the coin contacts would 
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not have been operated, and the dial shunt contact would still be 
closed. Thus dialing by our fraudster would be ineffective. 

16.3 Another countermeasure 

Next assume that a loop start mode is used, and thus our miscreant 
would need to maintain the fraudulent ground until the coin test is 
made at the central office. A countermeasure against this is done in 
the central office. We see it in fanciful form in figure 19. 

Note the addition of another relay in the coin control circuit, FGT 
(fraudulent ground test). It works the same as CT (coin test) except it 
is calibrated to operate at a higher current. The marking “MG” 
(“marginal”) on the relay means that is has a carefully calibrated 
operate current. 

 
Figure 19. Fraudulent ground test circuit–coin deposited 

We see the circuit when a coin has been deposited at the station. The 
current to ground through the coin relay is not enough to operate the 
coin relay, is enough to operate CT, and is not enough to operate FGT. 
This operation of CT and not FGT is taken by the coin control circuit 
to indicate that the coin trigger had been tripped and presumably a 
coin has been deposited. 

In figure 20 we see the situation where no coin has been deposited 
but a miscreant has fraudulently applied a ground to some accessible 
point of the telephone circuit (perhaps by making contact with the 
case of the transmitter unit in the handset). 
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Figure 20. Fraudulent ground test circuit–fraudulent ground applied 

Relay CT operates, as we saw just above. But the low resistance of 
this fraudulent ground, compared to the high resistance of the coin 
relay coil, allows relay FGT to also operate. 

FGT operating overrules the “OK” from relay CT. Typically the circuit 
just “hangs”, and no further call progress is allowed. (As mentioned 
before for the case in which it seems that no coin had been deposited, 
in early times the call would have gone to a special local operator, 
who would “look into” the situation.) 

As you can imagine, the fraudulent ground test was not extremely 
discriminating, and there were many instances of “false positives”. As 
a result, the use of this test was eventually deprecated. 

17 THE “SINGLE COIL” COIN RELAY 

As I began above to discuss the operation of coin telephones, I 
introduced the coin relay with a brief description of its construction. I 
described as much like a traditional telephone ringer, permanent 
magnet and all. Like the traditional ringer) it actually had two coils (on 
different pole pieces), although they were connected in series and I 
represented the pair with a single electromagnet symbol on the circuit 
sketches. 

In the late 1950s the Bell System began equipping its (multi-slot) coin 
phones with a new coin relay of dramatically-different design. One 
obvious feature was that it had only one coil, arranged much like the 
coil on a typical “wire spring” type telephone relay. It was 
nevertheless functionally, mechanically, and essentially electrically 
interchangeable with the older type of coin relay. 

Not surprisingly, to distinguish the two kinds of coin relay, this newer 
type was called a “single-coil” coin relay, and the older type was then 
called a “two-coil” coin relay. 
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For our purposes here, the introduction of this new type of coin relay 
had no effect on the operating protocols. 

I will not discuss the single-coil coin relay further in this article (maybe 
in a later issue). 

18 SINGLE-SLOT COIN TELEPHONES 

In the 1960s, the Bell system introduced a new family of coin 
telephones, often characterized as “single slot” phones (and formally, 
rather arbitrarily, designated “Coin Telephone Sets” rather than with 
the nomenclature for the original “multi-slot” sets, “Coin Collector”) 
since they had a single slot for the deposit of coins of any acceptable 
denomination. 

These were dramatically different physically from their predecessors, 
and their mechanism was rather different in many ways. But they 
were essentially interchangeable with the earlier coin phones. Their 
coin relay was a specific form of the “single-coil” coin relay briefly 
described in section 17. 

When the mode of operation was (the new) “Dial Tone First”, the 
protocol was changed in many ways, tolerated by the “multi-slot” coin 
collectors (with a few modifications), but fully exploiting special 
features in the new (single-slot) phones. 

I will not discuss the operation of single-slot Coin Telephone Sets in 
this article. 

19 THE SECOND COMING OF “DIAL TONE FIRST” OPERATION 

In the late 1950s, there was increasing public pressure to provide (or, 
in some few areas, restore) the ability to place an emergency call from 
a coin phone without needing any coins. 

The telephone companies also came to realize that there was a market 
for “800” calls (paid for by the recipient), and calls (even local calls) 
made on a “collect” basis or charged to a credit card, made by people 
at a coin phone, but that market could not reach customers that had 
no coins. 

In about 1960, serious planning began for a large initiative called the 
Coin Service Improvement Program. Its central feature was the 
“introduction” of dial tone first coin service, allowing callers with no 
coins to place most kinds of free calls (including of course reaching an 
operator who could arrange for a collect or credit card call). It began 
to be implemented in 1968. 
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The whole story of this is very complex, and I will not discuss it here, 
cutting off the detailed discussion of coin telephone service evolution 
just before that happened.  

But a teaser: As we might properly assume, yes, this necessarily 
operated on a loop start line circuit basis. So all prepay coin lines, 
most of which had for many years (and all of them since the time of 
conversion to a 10¢ initial deposit) operated on a ground start basis, 
were now converted to loop start operation. 

As an aside, I note that essentially all discussions of this change, 
whether in the popular press or in such prestigious publications as the 
Bell Laboratories Record, described this by saying that theretofore, in 
all coin telephones (excluding the postpay mode), a coin had to be 
deposited to “get dial tone”. As you have seen above, I think that was 
not exactly always the case (even ignoring the pre-1930 panel office 
situation). 

In any event, I usually write of the “from 1968” mode of dial tone first 
operation as “Dial Tone First”, the initial capitals to give honor to what 
a big deal this was. 

-#- 
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Appendix A 

Prepay coin operation in manual offices 

A.1 INTRODUCTION 

The basic principles of prepay coin telephone operation discussed in 
detail in the body of this article in the context of “dial” operation were 
first developed and deployed in the context of manual switching.  Here 
I discuss that context. 

There is an interesting (if small-seeming) difference between the 
protocol used here and the corresponding protocols used for dial 
operation. That is a major motivation for including this discussion. 

A.2 REGULAR STATION OPERATION IN A MANUAL 
SWITCHBOARD 

As I did in the body of this article for “dial” operation, to establish the 
technical context I will begin by reviewing the pertinent features of 
manual telephone service for a “regular” (non-coin) line. 

In figure 21 we see the pertinent features of a “regular” manual 
telephone line. with the line idle. 

 
Figure 21. Regular line with manual service 

The parallels between this and the corresponding figure for dial service 
are obvious. The differences are: 

• Operation is on a 24 volt basis13 (not of any real consequence to 
this story). 

• The cutoff relay is fed from ground rather than battery (not of any 
real consequence to this story). 

                                      

13 48 volts was later adopted for “machine switching” (dial) systems because of the 
greater amount of energy used in those. 
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• The “switching fabric” here is the manual switchboard, and we 

recognize that the line appears there on several jacks. I use the 
generic “connector” symbol here rather than the more illustrative 
“jack symbol” just for the sake of simplicity. 

• When the L relay in the line circuit operates, it lights a lamp at the 
“answering jack” associated with the line to alert the operator that 
this line wants service. I did not show the actual circuit (simple 
though it is) to save congestion on the figure. 

In figure 22 we see the situation after the user takes the telephone 
off-hook to initiate a call. 

 

Figure 22. Caller goes off-hook 

The operation of the L relay in the line circuit lights the answering jack 
lamp. 

In figure 27 we see the situation when the operator has responded to 
the lamp by plugging the “answering” cord of an idle cord circuit into 
the answering jack. 

 
Figure 23. Operator answers the line lamp 
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In reality, the circuit that feeds battery to the calling line is not that 
shown here, but I drew it the same way I did for the dial case for ease 
in comparison. 

The sleeve of the answering cord carries battery through a resistance, 
and that operates the CO relay in the line circuit, which (just as in the 
dial case) removes the path involving battery through the L relay on 
the ring and the ground on the tip. 

This completes this review of manual switchboard operation for 
“regular” stations, as it covers all that will be pertinent here. 

A.3 PREPAY COIN SERVICE—GROUND START COIN FIRST 
PROTOCOL 

A.3.1 Basic operation 

Prepay operation with manual switching was essentially universally on 
the basis of coin first operation with a ground station line circuit. We 
see the line circuit with the station dial in figure 24. 

 
Figure 24. Manual coin line 

We see the differences from dial operation noted in the previous 
section. But there is a further difference when the line circuit is used 
for a coin station. Battery through the L relay is applied to the tip 
conductor (not the ring, as for dial operation). And, since this is a 
ground start line circuit, the tip is open at the line circuit (again I use a 
circle to highlight this). 

In figure 25 we see the situation when the user of the coin station has 
lifted the handset but not yet deposited a coin. 
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Figure 25. Use lifts handset 

As we have come to expect, nothing happen at the central office. 

In figure 10, the user; having already lifted the handset, deposits a 
coin or coins (depending on the initial deposit amount). 

 
Figure 26. User deposits coin (or coins) 

The current through the tip conductor operates the L relay in the line 
circuit, lighting the lamp at the station’s answering jacks at the 
switchboard. The same current flows through the coin relay coil, but 
is insufficient to operate it. 

In figure 27, the operator has answered this signal by plugging the 
answering cord of an idle cord circuit into the line’s answering jack. 
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Figure 27. Operator answers 

No surprises here. 

At the end of the call, the operator, by operating a “coin collect” (CC_ 
or “coin return” (CR) key associated with this cord causes +110 V 
or -110 V (respectively) to be applied to the tip, operating the coin 
relay in the familiar way. We see this in figure 28 for the collect 
operation. 

 
Figure 28. Coin collect 

Note that the ring conductor is opened during the application of the 
coin control voltage to the tip. 

We can also see on this figure how the matching coin return operation 
would work. 

There is no monitoring of the current in this path to be certain that a 
coin relay is indeed present. 

After applying this voltage for some period (hopefully about 0.5 s), the 
operator releases the coin key and pulls the cord out of the line jack. 
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A.3.2  “Stuck coin” 

Suppose that for some reason the coin relay does not properly reset 
the coin trigger contact (referred to as a “stuck coin” situation, not 
really an apt description). The caller has hung up, and the operator has 
disconnected from the line. The situation will be that seen in figure 
29. 

 
Figure 29. “Stuck coin” situation 

Once CO is released, the path through the coin contact and the coin 
relay to ground operates the L relay in the line circuit, in turn lighting 
the lamp at the line’s answering jack. The current is not sufficient to 
operate the coin relay 

It is to make this part of this scenario work that in a manual coin 
line circuit the L relay is connected to the tip, not the ring as for a 
“regular” line. 

The operator, thinking that perhaps the caller has immediately wanted 
to place another call, again plugs an answering cord into the line jack. 
Now the situation is as seen in figure 30. 

 
Figure 30. Operator answers “stuck coin” signal 
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We see that the S relay does not operate. With the cord plugged in 
but S not operated, the cord supervisory lamp lights, telling the 
operator that the station associated with the cord is on-hook. 

But since the answering jack lamp was lit, for the calling station to be 
on-hook is clearly anomalous, and, since this is marked as a coin line, 
this tells the operator that she is probably dealing with a “stuck coin” 
situation, which she will refer to the proper office for attention. 

-#- 

 

 


